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Abstract—This paper describes a real-time motion planning
algorithm, based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT)
approach, applicable to autonomous vehicles operating in an
urban environment. Extensions to the standard RRT are predominantly motivated by: (i) the need to generate dynamically feasible
plans in real-time, (ii) safety requirements, (iii) the constraints
dictated by the uncertain operating (urban) environment. The
primary novelty is in the use of closed-loop prediction in the
framework of RRT. The proposed algorithm was at the core of the
planning and control software for Team MIT’s entry for the 2007
DARPA Urban Challenge, where the vehicle demonstrated the
ability to complete a 60 mile simulated military supply mission,
while safely interacting with other autonomous and human driven
vehicles.
Index Terms—Real-time motion planning, dynamic and uncertain environment, RRT, urban driving, autonomous, DARPA
Urban Challenge.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In November 2007, several autonomous automobiles from
all over the world competed in the DARPA Urban Challenge
(DUC), which was the third installment of a series of races
for autonomous ground robots [1]. Unlike previous events that
took place on desert dirt roads, the DUC course consisted
mainly of paved roads, incorporating features like intersections, rotaries, parking lots, winding roads, and highways,
typically found in urban/suburban environments. The major
distinguishing characteristic of the DUC was the introduction
of traffic, with up to 70 robotic and human-driven vehicles
on the course simultaneously. This resulted in hundreds of
unscripted robot-on-robot (and robot on human-driven vehicle) interactions. With a longer term goal of fielding such
autonomous vehicles in environments with co-existing traffic
and/or traffic infrastructure, all vehicles were required to abide
by the traffic laws and rules of the road. Vehicles were
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expected to stay in the correct lane, maintain a safe speed at or
under specified speed limits, correctly yield to other vehicles at
intersections, pass other vehicles when safe to do so, recognize
blockages and execute U-turns when needed, and park in an
assigned space.
Developing a robotic vehicle that could complete the DUC
was a major systems engineering effort, requiring the development and integration of state-of-the-art technologies in
planning, control, and sensing [2], [3]. The reader is referred
to [3] for a system-level report on the design and development
of Team MIT’s vehicle, Talos. The focus of this paper is on
the motion planning subsystem (or “motion planner”) and the
associated controller (which is tightly coupled with the motion
planner). The motion planner is an intermediate level planner,
with inputs primarily from a high level planner called the
Navigator, and outputs being executed by the low level controller. Given the latest environment information and vehicle
states, the motion planner computes a feasible trajectory to
reach a goal point specified by the Navigator. This trajectory
is feasible in the sense that it avoids static obstacles and other
vehicles, and abide by the rules of the road. The output of the
motion planner is then sent to the controller, which interfaces
directly to the vehicle, and is responsible for the execution of
the motion plan.
The main challenges in designing the motion planning
subsystem resulted from the following factors: (i) complex and
unstable vehicle dynamics, with substantial drift, (ii) limited
sensing capabilities, such as range and visibility, in an uncertain, time-varying environment, and (iii) temporal and logical
constraints on the vehicle’s behavior, arising from the rules of
the road.
Numerous approaches to address the motion planning problem have been proposed in the literature, and the reader
is referred to [1], [4]–[8], to name a few. For our motion
planning system, we chose to build it on the Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (RRT) algorithm [9]–[11], which belongs to the
class of incremental sampling-based methods [7, Section 14.4].
The main reasons for this choice were: (i) sampling-based
algorithms are applicable to very general dynamical models,
(ii) the incremental nature of the algorithms lends itself easily
to real-time, on-line implementation, while retaining certain
completeness guarantees, and (iii) sampling-based methods do
not require the explicit enumeration of constraints, but allow
trajectory-wise checking of possibly very complex constraints.
In spite of their generality, the application of incremental
sampling-based motion planning methods to robotic vehicles
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with complex and unstable dynamics, such as the full-size
Landrover LR3 used for the race, is far from straightforward.
For example, the unstable nature of the vehicle dynamics
requires the addition of a path-tracking control loop whose
performance is generally hard to characterize. Moreover, the
momentum of the vehicle at speed must be taken into account,
making it impossible to ensure collision avoidance by pointwise constraint checks. In fact, to the best of our knowledge,
RRTs have been restricted either to simulation, or to kinematic
(essentially driftless) robots (i.e., it can be stopped instantaneously by setting the control input to zero), and never been
used in on-line planning systems for robotic vehicles with the
above characteristics.
This paper reports on the design and implementation of
an efficient and reliable general-purpose motion planning
system, based on RRTs, for our team’s entry to the DUC.
In particular, we present an approach that enables the online use of RRTs on robotic vehicles with complex, unstable
dynamics and significant drift, while preserving safety in the
face of uncertainty and limited sensing. The effectiveness of
our motion planning system is discussed, based on the analysis
of actual data collected during the DUC race.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
This section defines the motion planning problem. The
vehicle has nonlinear dynamics
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)),

x(0) = x0 ,

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rnx and u(t) ∈ Rnu are the states and inputs
of the system, and x0 ∈ Rnx is the initial states at t = 0.
The input u(t) is designed over some (unspecified) finite
horizon [0, tf ]. Bounds on the control input, and requirements
of various driving conditions, such as static and dynamic
obstacles avoidance and the rules of the road, can be captured
with a set of constraints imposed on the states and the inputs
x(t) ∈ Xfree (t),

u(t) ∈ U.

(2)

The time dependence of Xfree expresses the avoidance constraints for moving obstacles. The goal region Xgoal ⊂ Rnx
of the motion planning problem is assumed to be given by a
higher level route planner. The primary objective is to reach
this goal with the minimum time
tgoal = inf {t ∈ [0, tf ] | x(t) ∈ Xgoal }

(3)

with the convention that the infimum of an empty set is
+∞. A vehicle driving too close to constraints such as lane
boundaries incurs some penalty, which is modeled with a
function ψ(Xfree (t), x(t)). The motion planning problem is
now defined as:
Problem II.1 (Near Minimum-Time Motion Planning). Given
the initial states x0 and the constraint sets U and Xfree (t), compute the control input sequence u(t), t ∈ [0, tf ], tf ∈ [0, ∞)
that minimizes
Z tgoal
ψ (Xfree (t), x(t)) dt,
tgoal +
0

while satisfying Eqs. (1)–(3).

r-
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Fig. 1. Closed-loop prediction. Given a reference command r, the controller
generates high rate vehicle commands u to close the loop with the vehicle
dynamics.

III. P LANNING OVER C LOSED - LOOP DYNAMICS

The existing randomized planning algorithms solve for the
input to the vehicle u(t) either by sampling an input itself
or by sampling a configuration and reverse calculating u(t),
typically with a lookup table [9], [10], [12]–[14]. This paper
presents the Closed-loop RRT (CL-RRT) algorithm, which
extends the RRT by making use of a low-level controller and
planning over the closed-loop dynamics. In contrast to the
existing work, CL-RRT samples an input to the stable closedloop system consisting of the vehicle and the controller [15].
Figure 1 shows the forward simulation of the closedloop dynamics. The low-level controller takes a reference
command r(t) ∈ Rnr . For vehicles with complex dynamics,
the dimension of the vehicle states nx can be quite large,
but the reference command r typically has a lower dimension
(i.e., nr  nx ). For example, in our application, the reference
command is a 2D path for the steering controller and a speed
command profile for the speed controller. The vehicle model in
this case included 7 states, and the reference command consists
of a series of triples (x, y, vcmd ), where x and y are the position
of the reference path, and vcmd is the associated desired speed.
For urban driving, the direction of the vehicle motion (forward
or reverse) is also part of the reference command, although this
direction needs to be defined only once per reference path.
Given the reference command, CL-RRT runs a forward
simulation using a vehicle model and the controller to compute
the predicted state trajectory x(t). The feasibility of this output
is checked against vehicle and environmental constraints, such
as rollover and obstacle avoidance constraints.
This closed-loop approach has several advantages when
compared to the standard approach that samples the input u
to the vehicle [7], [13]. First, CL-RRT works for vehicles
with unstable dynamics, such as cars and helicopters, by
using a stabilizing controller. Second, the use of a stabilizing
controller provides smaller prediction error because it reduces
the effect of any modeling errors in the vehicle dynamics on
the prediction accuracy, and also rejects disturbances/noises
that act on the actual vehicle. Third, the forward simulation
can handle any nonlinear vehicle model and/or controller, and
the resulting trajectory x(t) satisfies Eq. (1) by construction.
Finally, a single input to the closed-loop system can create a
long trajectory (on the order of several seconds) while the controller provides a high-rate stabilizing feedback to the vehicle.
This requires far fewer samples to build a tree, improving the
efficiency (e.g., number of samples per trajectory length) of
randomized planning approaches.
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Algorithm 1 Expand tree()
1: Take a sample s for input to controller.
2: Sort the nodes in the tree using heuristics.
3: for each node q in the tree, in the sorted order do
4:
Form a reference command to the controller, by connecting the controller input at q and the sample s.
5:
Use the reference command and propagate from q until
vehicle stops. Obtain a trajectory x(t), t ∈ [t1 , t2 ].
6:
Add intermediate nodes qi on the propagated trajectory.
7:
if x(t) ∈ Xfree (t), ∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] then
8:
Add sample and intermediate nodes to tree. Break.
9:
else if all intermediate nodes are feasible then
10:
Add intermediate nodes to tree and mark them unsafe. Break.
11:
end if
12: end for
13: for each newly added node q do
14:
Form a reference command to the controller, by connecting the controller input at q and the goal location.
15:
Use the reference command and propagate to obtain
trajectory x(t), t ∈ [t3 , t4 ].
16:
if x(t) ∈ Xfree (t), ∀t ∈ [t3 , t4 ] then
17:
Add the goal node to tree.
18:
Set cost of the propagated trajectory as an upper
bound CUB of cost-to-go at q.
19:
end if
20: end for

IV. T REE E XPANSION
Summarizing the previous section, the CL-RRT algorithm
grows a tree of feasible trajectories originating from the current vehicle state that attempts to reach a specified goal set. At
the end of the tree growing phase, the best trajectory is chosen
for execution, and the cycle repeats. This section discusses
how a tree of vehicle trajectories is grown, using the forward
simulation presented in Section III, and identifies several
extensions made to the existing work. Algorithm 1 shows
the main steps in the tree expansion (called Expand tree()
function). Similar to the original RRT algorithm, CL-RRT
takes a sample (line 1), selects the best node to connect from
(line 2), connects the sample to the selected node (line 4), and
evaluates its feasibility (line 7). Line 6 splits the trajectory
between the newly added node and its parent into nb > 1
(but typically nb ≤ 4) segments so that future samples can be
connected to such nodes to create new branches in the tree.
The CL-RRT algorithm differs from the original RRT in
several ways, including: samples are drawn in the controller’s
input space (line 1); nonlinear closed-loop simulation is performed to compute dynamically feasible trajectories (line 5);
the propagation ensures that the vehicle is stopped and safe at
the end of the trajectory (line 5); and the cost-to-go estimate
is obtained by another forward simulation towards the goal
(line 15).
Figure 2 shows an example of a tree generated by the
Expand tree() function of the CL-RRT algorithm. The tree
consists of reference paths that constitute the input to the
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Fig. 2.
Vehicle trajectories are generated using a model of the vehicle
dynamics. The generated trajectories are then evaluated for feasibility and
performance.

controller (orange) and the predicted vehicle trajectories (green
and red). The trajectories found to be infeasible are marked
in red. The large dots (•) at the leaves of the tree indicate
that the vehicle is stopped and is in a safe state (discussed in
detail in Section IV-E). Given this basic outline, the following
subsections discuss the additional extensions to the RRT
approach in Ref. [13] in more detail.
A. Sampling Strategies
In a structured environment such as urban driving, sampling
the space in a purely random manner could result in large
numbers of wasted samples due to the numerous constraints.
Several methods have been proposed to improve the efficiency [16]–[20]. This subsection discusses a simple strategy
that uses the physical and/or logical environment to bias the
Gaussian sampling clouds to enable real-time generation of
complex maneuvers.
The reference command for the controller is specified by an
ordered list of triples (sx , sy , vcmd )i , for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nref },
together with a driving direction (forward/reverse). The 2D
position points (sx , sy ) are generated by random sampling, and
the associated speed command for each point, vcmd , is designed
deterministically to result in a stopped state at the end of the
reference command [15]. Each sample point s = [sx , sy ]T is
generated with respect to some reference position and heading
(x0 , y0 , θ0 ) by
(
   


r = σr |nr | + r0 ,
sx
x0
cos(θ)
=
+r
with
sy
y0
sin(θ)
θ = σθ nθ + θ0 .
where nr and nθ are random variables with standard Gaussian distributions, σr is the standard deviation in the radial
direction, σθ is the standard deviation in the circumferential
direction, and r0 is an offset with respect to (x0 , y0 ). Various
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(a) Intersection. The vehicle is on the right,
trying to make a right turn.

Fig. 3.

(b) Parking lot. The vehicle is in the lower left
corner, and the goal is in the center right edge.
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(c) U-turn maneuver. The vehicle is facing the
road blockage, shown in red. White and blue
samples corresponds to forward and reverse
maneuvers respectively.

Various sampling clouds (dots show samples generated in one planning cycle; lines show predicted trajectories).

maneuvers are generated simply by changing these parameters
according to the vehicle location and the rules of the road.
1) Physical Environment as a Bias: On a lane, the sampling
starts with randomly shifting the estimated lane center points
in the lateral direction, to fully exploit the lane shape. After a
few hundred samples, it switches to a long and narrow Gaussian cloud whose longitudinal axis follows the car heading.
At an intersection, a wide and relatively short Gaussian
distribution is used that covers the open space inside the
intersection boundary (see Figure 3(a)). The value of σr in
intersections is set to the distance to the goal and σθ is set
at 0.4π. Note that the samples do not necessarily lie inside
the lane. This is because they are used only to construct the
reference path, while the resultant vehicle trajectory may not
track it exactly.
The sample s can consist of an ordered set of ns points
si , i ∈ {1, . . . , ns }, called batch sampling. The input to the
controller is generated by connecting these ordered points, and
the first point in the sample is connected to a node in the tree
(line 4). Batch sampling is useful when the intended trajectory
has some specific shape, such as arriving at a goal with a
certain heading. By placing the last two points of a batch
sample along the direction of the goal heading, the planner
can align the vehicle heading towards the goal heading.
In parking lots, sampling is taken both around the vehicle
and around the parking spot. Around the vehicle, a wide and
long Gaussian distribution in the direction of vehicle heading is
used, while around the parking spot, the sampling is performed
along the center line of the intended parking spot. Figure 3(b)
shows an example of the parking samples. The values of σr =
50 m and σθ = π are used in the parking zones.
2) Logical Environment as a Bias: When passing a stopped
vehicle or obstacles in the lane, a wider Gaussian distribution
is used (σθ = 0.4π) compared to the normal lane following
(σθ = 0.056π, or 0.25π if no trajectory to the goal is found).
For a U-turn, the sampling is biased for a three-point turn,
as shown in Figure 3(c). The location of the different regions
correspond to the different phases of a three-point turn. During
a three-point turn, the vehicle first travels forward left; then
reverses right, moving into the original lane of travel; and

finally moves forward into the targeted lane with the correct
heading. The parameter values used for each of the three
sample sets are:
1st : σr = 5, σθ = 0.1π, r0 = 3, θ0 = 0.44π
2nd : σr = 5, σθ = 0.2π, r0 = 3, θ0 = −0.17π
3rd : σr = 10, σθ = 0.25π, r0 = 3, θ0 = 0.83π
The units are meters for r and radians for θ. Here, the origin
(x0 , y0 ) is the car location before initiating the U-turn, and
σθ ’s are measured from the car heading there. Sometimes the
car stops very close to the road blockage, requiring a short
reverse maneuver before initiating a U-turn, so an additional
cloud of reverse samples is also generated behind the vehicle.
B. Feasibility Check and Risk Evaluation
After the forward propagation, the resulting predicted trajectory is tested with obstacles and rules of the road, as
shown in Figure 2. All the physical and logical constraints,
such as static and moving obstacles, lane boundaries, and
standoff distance are encoded in a drivability map [3], which
is updated at 10 Hz. This drivability map is a 2D grid
in (x, y) whose resolution is 20 cm, which gave enough
accuracy with a manageable table size. Each grid cell stores
a drivable/non-drivable flag and the associated penalty if
drivable. This implementation has the advantage of performing
the penalty evaluation at the same time as the binary collision
check without additional computation. When evaluating the
feasibility of a rectangular car with a specific heading, line
searches are performed over the 2D grid along the longitudinal
direction of the car.
Figure 4 shows the three different regions encoded in the
drivability map. These are infeasible (red), restricted (blue),
and drivable with penalty (white or gray or black). Infeasible
regions represent obstacles and lane boundaries. Restricted
regions may be driven through but only if the vehicle can then
drive out of them. They are used to prevent the vehicle from
stopping too close to obstacles, and also to maintain sufficient
standoff distance before a passing maneuver. The risky regions
such as those near obstacles or lane boundaries are marked
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kz − (0, ρ)k < ρ}, the minimum length is given by
(
f (q̃) for q̃ ∈
/ Dρ ;
Lρ (q) = Lρ (q̃) =
g(q̃) otherwise,
where


ρ
,
d2c (q̃) − ρ2 + ρ θc (q̃) − cos−1
dc (q̃)


x
−1
−1 ρ sin(α(q̃))
g(q̃) = ρ α(q̃) + sin
− sin
,
df (q̃)
df (q̃)
p
and dc (q̃) = x2 + (|y| − ρ)2 is the distance of q̃ from the
point (0, ρ), θc (q̃) = atan2(x, ρ−|y|) is the angle of q̃ from the
point (0, ρ), measured
counter-clockwise from the negative yp
the
axis, df (q̃) = x2 + (|y| + ρ)2 is the distance
 2 of q̃2 from

5ρ −df (q̃)
point (0, −ρ), and α(q̃) = 2π − cos−1
is
the
4ρ2
angular change of the second turn segment of the Dubins path
when q̃ ∈ Dρ . Note that the atan2 function is the 4 quadrant
inverse tangent function with atan2(a, b) = tan−1 ab , and its
range must be set to be [0, 2π) to give a valid distance. This
analytical calculation can be used to quickly evaluate all the
nodes in the tree for a promising connection point.
2) Selection Criteria: Several heuristics have been proposed in the past [13], [24] to select the node to connect
the sample to. Because CL-RRT was designed to be used
in a constrained environment, it attempts multiple nodes in
some order (∼ 10 in our implementation) before discarding
the sample. The following presents the heuristics used to sort
the nodes in the tree.
Before a trajectory to the goal is found, the tree is grown
mainly according to an exploration heuristic, in which the
emphasis of the algorithm is on adding new nodes to the tree
to enlarge the space it covers. The nodes are sorted according
to the Dubins distance Lρ (s), as presented above. Once a
feasible trajectory to the goal has been found, the tree is grown
primarily according to an optimization heuristic. To make the
new trajectories progressively approach the shortest path, the
nodes are now sorted in ascending order of total cost to reach
the sample. This total cost Ctotal is given by
f (q̃) =

Fig. 4.

Snapshot of the cost map.

as drivable with penalty. By adding the path integral of the
penalty to the time to traverse, the CL-RRT does not choose
paths that closely approach constraint boundaries, unless there
is no other option (e.g., narrow passage).

C. Node Connection Strategy
This subsection describe how the nodes in the tree are sorted
on line 2 of Algorithm 1, when connecting a sample to the
tree.
1) Distance Metric: RRT attempts to connect the sample
to the closest node in the tree. Because shorter paths have
lower probability of collision, this approach requires minimum
function calls for the computationally expensive collision detection [7]. RRT can thus quickly cover the free space without
wasting many samples. Usually, the two-norm distance is used
to evaluate the “closeness”, but an extension is required when
RRT is applied to a vehicle with limited turning capability. For
example, a car would need to make a big loop to reach a point
right next to the current location, due to the nonholonomic
constraints. The most accurate representation for this distance
would be the simulated trajectory of the vehicle as determined
by the propagation of the vehicle model. However, performing
a propagation step for each node in the tree would impose a
heavy computational burden. Thus the CL-RRT algorithm uses
the length of the Dubins path between a node and the sample.
The use of Dubins path lengths has the advantage of capturing
the vehicle’s turning limitation with a simple evaluation of an
analytical solution. A full characterization of optimal Dubins
paths is given in [21] and a further classification in [22].
The node in the tree has a 2D position and a heading, and
without loss of generality, it is assumed to be at the origin p0 =
(0, 0, 0) ∈ SE(2), where SE(n) denotes a special Euclidean
group of dimension n. The sample is a 2D point represented
by q = (x, y) ∈ R2 . Since for the choice of p0 , the Dubins
path lengths from p0 to the points (x, y) and (x, −y) are
equal, it suffices to consider the case q̃ = (x, |y|) ∈ R × R+ .
The minimum length Lρ (q) of a Dubins path from p0 to q
can be obtained analytically [23]. Let ρ denote the minimum
turning radius of the vehicle. By defining Dρ = {z ∈ R2 :

p

Ctotal = Ccum (q) + Lρ (s)/v,
where Ccum (q) represents the cumulative cost from the root of
the tree to a node q, v is the sampled speed, and the second
term estimates the minimum time it takes to reach the sample
from q.
Our experience has shown that, even before having a
trajectory that reaches the goal and consequently when the
focus should be on exploration, some use of the optimization
heuristics is beneficial to reduce wavy trajectories. Similarly,
once a feasible trajectory to the goal has been found and
therefore the focus should be on refining the available solution,
some exploration of the environment is beneficial for example
in case an unexpected obstacle blocks the area around the
feasible solution, or for having a richer tree when the goal
location changes. Thus when implementing the algorithm, the
ratio of exploration vs. optimization heuristics used was 70%
vs. 30% before a trajectory to the goal was found, and 30%
vs. 70% after.
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Note that stopping nodes in the tree are not considered as
potential connection points for the samples, unless it is the
only node of the tree or the driving direction changes. This
prevents the vehicle from stopping for no reason and helps
achieve smooth driving behaviors.
D. Cost-To-Go Estimate
Every time a new node q is added to the tree, CL-RRT
computes estimates of the cost-to-go from q to the goal
(line 13–20). There are two estimates of the cost-to-go at each
node in the tree, a lower bound and an upper bound. The
lower bound CLB is given by the Euclidean distance between
the vehicle position at the node and the position of the goal.
The upper bound CUB is obtained differently from [13], which
assumed the existence of the optimal control policy.
For each newly added node q, a trajectory from q to the
goal is generated and evaluated for feasibility. If it is collisionfree, the cost associated with that trajectory gives the upper
bound CUB at q. This upper bound is then propagated from
q backward towards the root to see if it gives a better upper
bound from ancestor nodes of q. Thus, CUB is given by

: no trajectory to the goal available

∞
CUB = min(ec + CUB c ) : trajectory to the goal available

 c
CLB
: node is inside the goal region
where c represents the index of each child of this node, ec is
the cost from the node to the child node c, and CUB c represents
the upper bound cost at node c.
Note that this process adds a node at the goal to the tree
if the goal is directly reachable from q, which helps CL-RRT
quickly find a trajectory to reach the goal in most scenarios.
As time progresses, more trajectories that reach the goal are
constantly added to the tree.
These cost estimates are used when choosing the best trajectory to execute (as shown later on line 13 of Algorithm 2).
Once a feasible trajectory to the goal is found, the best
sequence of nodes is selected based on the upper bound CUB .
Before a goal-reaching trajectory is found, the node with the
best lower bound is selected, in effect trying to move towards
the goal as much as possible.
E. Safety as an Invariant Property
1) Safe States: Ensuring the safety of the vehicle is an
important feature of any planning system, especially when the
vehicle operates in a dynamic and uncertain environment. We
define a state x(t0 ) to be safe if the vehicle can remain in that
state for an indefinite period of time
ẋ(t0 ) = 0,

x(t0 ) ∈ Xfree (t) ∀t ≥ t0

without violating the rules of the road and at the same
time is not in a collision state/path with stationary and/or
moving obstacles – where the latter are assumed to maintain
their current driving path. A complete stop is used as safe
state in this paper. More general notions of safe states are
available [13], [25]. The large circles in Figure 2 show the
safe stopping nodes in the tree. Given a reference path (shown
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Algorithm 2 Execution loop of RRT.
1: repeat
2:
Update the current vehicle states x0 and environmental
constraints Xfree (t)
3:
Propagate the states by the computation time and obtain
x(t0 + ∆t)
4:
repeat
5:
Expand tree()
6:
until time limit ∆t is reached
7:
Choose the best safe node sequence in the tree
8:
if No such sequence exists then
9:
Send E-Stop to controller and goto line 2
10:
end if
11:
Repropagate from the latest states x(t0 + ∆t) using the
r associated with the best node sequence, and obtain
x(t), t ∈ [t1 , t2 ]
12:
if x(t) ∈ Xfree (t) ∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] then
13:
Send the best reference path r to controller
14:
else
15:
Remove the infeasible portion and its children from
the tree, and goto line 7
16:
end if
17: until the vehicle reaches goal

with orange), a speed profile is designed in such a way that
the vehicle comes to a stop at the end. Then, each forward
simulation terminates when the vehicle comes to a stop. By
requiring that all leaves in the tree are safe states, this approach
guarantees that there is always a feasible way to come to a stop
while the car is moving. Unless there is a safe stopping node
at the end of the path, the vehicle does not start executing it.
With stopping nodes at the leaves of the tree, some behaviors
such as stopping at a stop line emerge naturally.
2) Unsafe Node: A critical difference from previous
work [13] is the introduction of “unsafe” nodes. In [13],
when the propagated trajectory is not collision-free, the entire
trajectory is discarded. In our approach, when only the final
portion of the propagated trajectory is infeasible, the feasible
portion of the trajectory is added to the tree. This avoids
wasting the computational effort required to find a good
sample, propagate, and check for collision, while retaining the
possibility to execute the portion that is found to be feasible.
Because this trajectory does not end in a stopped state, the
newly added nodes are marked as “unsafe”. When a safe
trajectory ending in a stopped state is added to the unsafe
node, the node is marked as safe. This approach uses unsafe
nodes as potential connection points for samples, increasing
the density of the tree, while ensuring the safety of the vehicle.
V. O NLINE R EPLANNING
In a dynamic and uncertain environment, the tree needs to
keep growing during the execution because of the constant
update of the situational awareness. Furthermore, real-time
execution requirements necessitate reuse of the information
from the previous computation cycle [26]–[28].
Algorithm 2 shows how CL-RRT executes a part of the tree
and continues growing the tree while the controller executes
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the plan. The planner sends the input to the controller r at a
fixed rate of every ∆t seconds. The tree expansion continues
until a time limit is reached (line 6). The best trajectory is
selected and the reference path is sent to the controller for
execution (line 13). The expansion of the tree is resumed after
updating the vehicle states and the environment (line 2).
Note that when selecting the best trajectory on line 7, only
the node sequences that end in a safe state are considered. If
none is found, then the planner will command an emergency
braking maneuver to the controller in order to bring the car to
a stop as fast as possible.
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Input to controller
Predicted path
Actual path
Repropagation

Current
states

Best path

Goal
Obstacle

Start

A. Committed part of the tree
A naive way to implement an RRT-based planner is to build
a new tree (discarding the old) at every planning cycle, and
select the plan for execution independent of the plan currently
being executed. If the tree from the previous planning cycle
is discarded, almost identical computations would have to be
repeated. In a real-time application with limited computing resources, such an inefficiency could result in a relatively sparse
tree as compared to the case where available computation
are used to add new feasible trajectories to the existing tree.
Furthermore, if the tree is discarded every cycle and hence
the plan for execution is selected independently of the plan
being executed, the planner could switch between different
trajectories of marginally close cost/utility at every planning
cycle, potentially resulting in wavy trajectories.
To address these issues, the CL-RRT algorithm maintains a
“committed” trajectory, the end of which coincides with the
root node. After the first planning cycle, a feasible plan is sent
to the controller for execution. The portion from the root to
the next node is marked as committed. For the next planning
cycle, this node is initialized as the new root node, and all other
children branches from the old root are then deleted because
these branches will never be executed. The tree growing phase
will then proceed with all subsequent trajectories originating
from this new root node. When the propagated vehicle states
x(t0 + ∆t) (line 3) reach the end of the committed trajectory,
the best child node of the root is initialized as the new root,
and all other children are deleted. Therefore, the vehicle is
always moving towards the root of the tree.
This approach ensures that the tree is maintained from the
previous planning cycle, and that the plan that the controller
is executing (corresponding to the committed part of the tree)
is always continuous. Because the planner does not change
its decision over the committed portion, it is important not
to commit a long trajectory especially in a dynamic and uncertain environment. The CL-RRT ensures that the committed
trajectory is not longer than 1 m, by adding branch points if
the best child of the root is farther than that distance.
B. Lazy Reevaluation
In a dynamic and uncertain environment, the feasibility
of each trajectory stored in the tree should be re-checked
whenever the perceived environment is updated. A large tree,
however, could require constant reevaluation of its thousands
of edges, reducing the time available for growing the tree.

Fig. 5.

Repropagation from the current states.

The approach introduced in this paper to overcome this issue
was to reevaluate the feasibility of a certain edge only when
it is selected as the best trajectory sequence to be executed. If
the best trajectory is found infeasible, the infeasible portion of
the tree is deleted and the next best sequence is selected for
reevaluation. This “lazy reevaluation” enables the algorithm
to focus mainly on growing the tree, while ensuring that the
executed trajectory is always feasible with respect to the latest
perceived environment. The primary difference from previous
work [29], [30] is that the lazy check in this paper is about
re-checking of the constraints for previously feasible edges,
whereas the previous work is about delaying the first collision
detection in the static environment.

C. Repropagation
Although the feedback loop embedded in the closed-loop
prediction can reduce the prediction error, the state prediction
could still have non-zero errors due to inherent modeling
errors or disturbances. To address the prediction error, one
can discard the entire tree and rebuild it from the latest states.
However, this is undesirable as highlighted in Section V-A.
The CL-RRT algorithm reuses the controller inputs stored in
the tree and performs a repropagation from the latest vehicle
states, as shown in Figure 5. With a stabilizing controller, the
difference between the original prediction and the repropagation would converge to zero if the reference path has a
sufficiently long straight line segment.
Instead of repropagating over the entire tree, the CL-RRT
algorithm repropagates from the latest states only along the
best sequence of nodes (line 11 of Algorithm 1). If the repropagated trajectory is collision free, the corresponding controller
input is sent to the controller. Otherwise, the infeasible part
of the tree is deleted from the tree, and the next best node
sequence is selected and repropagated. This approach requires
only a few reevaluations of the edge feasibility, while ensuring
the feasibility of the plan being executed regardless of the
prediction errors.
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(a) Forward Drive

(b) Reverse Drive

Fig. 6. Definition of pure-pursuit variables. Two shaded rectangles represent
the rear tire and the steerable front tire in the bicycle model. The steering
angle in this figure, δ̂, corresponds to negative δ in Eq. (4).

VI. I MPLEMENTATION OF THE C ONTROLLER
CL-RRT uses the controller in two different ways. One is
in the closed-loop prediction together with the vehicle model,
and the other is in the execution of the motion plan in real
time. In our implementation, the controller ran at 25 Hz in the
execution, and the same time step size was used in the closedloop simulation. The same controller code was used for both
execution and prediction.
A. Steering Controller
The steering controller is based on the pure-pursuit controller, which is a nonlinear path follower that has been widely
used in ground robots [31] and more recently in unmanned air
vehicles [32]. It is adopted due to its simplicity, as an intuitive
control law that has a clear geometric meaning. Because the
DUC rules restrict the operating speed to be under 30 mph and
extreme maneuvers (e.g., high speed tight turns) are avoided,
dynamic effects such as side slip are neglected for control
design purposes.
The kinematic bicycle model is described by
v
ẋ = v cos θ,
ẏ = v sin θ,
θ̇ = tan δ
(4)
L
where, x and y refer to the rear axle position, θ is the
vehicle heading with respect to the x-axis (positive counterclockwise), v is the forward speed, δ is the steer angle (positive
counter-clockwise), and L is the vehicle wheelbase. With
the slip-free assumption, Figure 6(a) shows the definition of
the variables that define the pure-pursuit control law when
driving forwards, and Figure 6(b) shows the variables when
driving in reverse. Here, R is the radius of curvature, and
“ref path” is the piecewise linear reference path given by
the planner. In Figure 6(a), lfw is the distance of the forward
anchor point from the rear axle, Lfw is the forward drive lookahead distance, and η is the heading of the look-ahead point
(constrained to lie on the reference path) from the forward
anchor point with respect to the vehicle heading. Similarly, in
Figure 6(b), lrv is the rearward distance of the reverse anchor
point from the rear axle, Lrv is the reverse drive look-ahead
distance, and η̃ is the heading of the look-ahead point from
the reverse anchor point with respect to the vehicle heading
offset by π rad. All angles and lengths shown in Figure 6 are
positive by definition.
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Using elementary planar geometry, the instantaneous steer
angles required to put the anchor point on a collision course
with the look-ahead point can be computed as
!
L sin η
−1
δ = − tan
: forward drive
Lfw
2 + lfw cos η!
L sin η̃
: reverse drive
δ = − tan−1 Lrv
2 + lrv cos η̃
which gives the modified pure-pursuit control law. Note that
by setting lfw = 0 and lrv = 0, the anchor points coincide
with the rear axle, recovering the conventional pure-pursuit
controller [31].
A stability analysis of this controller has been carried out
in Ref. [15]. It approximates the slew rate limitation of the
steering actuation with a first order system of time constant τ ,
showing that Lfw > vτ − lfw and Lrv > −vτ − lrv for Hurwitz
Stability. This means that in a high velocity regime, larger
Lfw is required for stability. Some margin should be added
to account for disturbances and modeling error. However,
too large Lfw degrades the tracking performance. Through
extensive simulations and field tests, the following numbers
were selected


if vcmd < 1.34,
3
Lfw (vcmd ) = 2.24 vcmd
if 1.34 ≤ vcmd < 5.36,


12
otherwise.
with τ = 0.717. The same rule is also employed for backward
driving, i.e., Lfw (vcmd ) = Lrv (vcmd ). From this point on,
L1 represents the look-ahead distance Lfw and Lrv . For the
reason elaborated in Subsection VI-C1, L1 is scaled with the
commanded speed vcmd and not the actual speed v.
B. Speed Controller
For speed tracking, a simple Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) type controller is considered. However, our
assessment is that the PID controller offers no significant
advantage over the PI controller because the vehicle has
some inherent speed damping and the acceleration signal
required for PID control is noisy. Hence, the PI controller of
the following form is adopted
Z t
u = Kp (vcmd − v) + Ki
(vcmd − v) dτ
0

where u is the non-dimensional speed control signal, Kp and
Ki are the proportional and integral gain respectively.
The controller coefficients Kp and Ki were determined
by extensive testing guided by the parameter space approach
of robust control [33]. Given certain design specifications in
terms of relative stability, phase margin limits, and robust
sensitivity; using the parameter space approach, it is possible
to enclose a region in the Kp − Ki plane for which the
design specifications are satisfied. Then, via actual testing,
controller parameters within this region that best fit the application was identified. As detailed more in [15], considering
a low-bandwidth noise-averse control design specification, the
following gains have been selected
Kp = 0.2,

Ki = 0.04.
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C. Accounting for the Prediction Error
When the controller does not track the reference path
perfectly due to modeling errors or disturbances, the planner could adjust the reference command so that the vehicle
achieves the original desired path. However, it introduces an
additional feedback loop, potentially destabilizing the overall
system. When both the planner and the controller try to correct
for the same error, they could be overcompensating or negating
the effects of the other.
In our approach, the planner generates a “large” signal in
the form of the reference path, but it does not adjust the path
due to the tracking error. It is controller’s responsibility to
track the path in a “small” signal sense. Thus, the propagation
of trajectories (line 5 of Algorithm 2) starts from the predicted
vehicle states at the node. One challenge here is that the
collision is checked with the predicted trajectory, which can
be as long as several seconds. Although Subsection V-C
addressed the case when the prediction error becomes large,
it is still critical to keep the prediction error small in order
to have acceptable performance. This section presents several
techniques to reduce prediction errors.
1) Use of vcmd for L1 scheduling: As discussed in Section VI-A, the look-ahead distance L1 must increase with
the vehicle speed to maintain stability. However, scheduling
L1 based on the speed v means that any prediction error in
the speed directly translates into a discrepancy of the steer
command between prediction and execution, introducing a
lateral prediction error. This is problematic because achieving
a small speed prediction error is very challenging especially
during the transient in the low-speed regime, where the engine
dynamics and gear shifting of the automatic transmission
exhibits complicated nonlinearities. Another disadvantage of
scaling L1 with v is that the noise in the speed estimate
introduces jitters in the steering command.
A solution to this problem is to use the speed command vcmd
to schedule the L1 distance. The speed command is designed
by the planner, uncorrupted by noise or disturbances, so the
planner and controller have the same vcmd with no ambiguity.
Then, the same steering gain L1 is used in the prediction and
execution, rendering the steering prediction decoupled from
the speed prediction.
2) Space-dependent speed command: In Section III, the
reference command r was defined as a function of time.
For the speed command vcmd , however, it is advantageous to
associate it to the position of the vehicle.
When the speed command is defined as a function of time,
the prediction error in the speed could affect the steering
performance, even if the look-ahead distance L1 is scaled
based on vcmd . Suppose the vehicle accelerates from rest with
a ramp command. If the actual vehicle accelerates more slowly
than predicted, the time-based vcmd would increase faster than
the prediction with respect to the travel distance. This means
that L1 increases more in the execution before the vehicle
moves much, and given a vehicle location, the controller
places a look-ahead point farther down on the reference path
compared to prediction.
To overcome this issue, the speed command is associated
with the position of the vehicle with respect to the predicted
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path. Then, the steering command depends only on where the
vehicle is, and is insensitive to speed prediction errors.
VII. A PPLICATION R ESULTS
This section presents the application results of CL-RRT
algorithm on MIT’s DUC entry vehicle, Talos.

A. Vehicle Model
The following nonlinear model is used in the prediction.
ẋ = v cos θ
v
θ̇ = tan δ · Gss
L
v̇ = a
amin ≤ a ≤ amax
kδk ≤ δmax

ẏ = v sin θ
1
δ̇ =
(δc − δ)
Td
1
ȧ =
(ac − a)
Ta
kδ̇k ≤ δ̇max

The inputs to this system are the steering angle command δc
and the longitudinal acceleration command ac . These inputs
go through a first-order lag with time constants Td and Ta
for the steering and acceleration respectively. The maximum
steering angle is given by δmax , and the maximum slew rate
for the steering is δ̇max . The forward acceleration is denoted
by a, with the bounds of maximum deceleration amin and
maximum acceleration amax .
The term Gss , which did not appear in Eq. (4), captures the
effect of side slip
Gss =

1
1 + (v/vCH )2

and is a static gain of the yaw rate θ̇, i.e. the resulting yaw rate
when the derivative of the side-slip angle and the derivative
of yaw rate are both zero [33]. The parameter vCH is called
the characteristic velocity [33], [34] and can be determined
experimentally. This side slip model has several advantages: it
does not increase the model order, and hence the computation
required for propagation; the model behaves the same as the
kinematic model in the low speed regime; and it requires only
one parameter to tune. Moreover, this model does not differ
much from the nonlinear single track model [33] for the urban
driving conditions where extreme maneuvers are avoided and
up to 30 mph speeds are considered.
The following parameters were used for Talos, a 4.9-meterlong and 2.0-meter-wide Land Lover LR3.
δmax = 0.5435 rad
Td = 0.3 s

Ta = 0.3 s

amin = −6.0 m/s

2

L = 2.885 m

δ̇max = 0.3294 rad/s
amax = 1.8 m/s2
vCH = 20.0 m/s

From the parameters above, the minimum turning radius is
found to be 4.77 m.
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Fig. 7. Lane following on a high speed curvy section. The vehicle speed is
10 m/s. The green dots show the safe stopping nodes in the tree.
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B. Race Results
The following subsections present results from the National
Qualification Event (NQE) and the final Urban Challenge
Event (UCE). NQE consisted of three test areas A, B, and C,
each focusing on testing different capabilities. During NQE,
the CL-RRT algorithm was not tuned to any specific test area,
showing the generality of the approach. UCE consisted of three
missions, with a total length of about 60 miles. Talos was one
of the six vehicles that completed all missions, finishing in 5
hours 35 minutes.
In Talos, the motion planner was executed on a dual-core
2.33 GHz Intel Xeon processor at approximately 10 Hz. The
time limit ∆t in Algorithm 2 is 0.1 second and the algorithm
uses 100% CPU by design. The average number of samples
generated was approximately 700 samples per second and the
tree had about 1200 nodes on average. Notice that because
the controller input is the parameter that is sampled, a single
sample could create a trajectory as long as several seconds.
1) High speed behavior on a curvy road: Figure 7 shows
a snapshot of the environment and the plan during UCE.
The vehicle is in the lower left, going towards a goal in
the upper middle of the figure. The small green squares

Fig. 9.
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Tree consisting of many unsafe nodes in the merge test.

represent the safe stopping nodes in the tree. The vehicle
is moving at 10 m/s, so there are no stopping nodes in the
close range. However, the planner ensures there are numerous
stopping points on the way to the goal, should intermittently
detected curbs or vehicles appear. Observe that even though the
controller inputs are randomly generated to build the tree, the
resulting trajectories naturally follow the curvy road. This road
segment is about 0.5 mile long, and the speed limit specified
by DARPA was 25 mph. Figure 8 shows the speed profile
and the lateral prediction error for this segment. Talos reached
the maximum speed several times on straight segments, while
slowing down on curvy roads to observe the maximum lateral
acceleration constraints. The prediction versus execution error
has the mean, maximum, and standard deviation of 0.11 m,
0.42 m, and 0.093 m respectively. Note from the plot that the
prediction error has a constant offset of about 11 cm, making
the maximum error much larger than the standard deviation.
This is due to the fact that the steering wheel was not perfectly
centered and the pure-pursuit algorithm does not have any
integral action to remove the steady state error.
Note that when the prediction error happens to become
large, the planner does not explicitly minimize it. This occurs
because the vehicle keeps executing the same plan as long as
the repropagated trajectory is feasible. In such a scenario, the
prediction error could grow momentarily. For example, during
a turn with a maximum steering angle, a small difference
between the predicted initial heading and the actual heading
can lead to a relatively large error as the vehicle turns. Even
with a large mismatch, however, the repropagation process in
Section V-C ensures the safety of the future path from vehicle’s
current state.
2) Unsafe Nodes in the Dynamic Environment: Figure 9
is a snapshot from the merging test in NQE. Talos is in the
bottom of the figure, trying to turn left into the lane and merge
into the traffic. The red lines originating from Talos show the
unsafe trajectories, which do not end in a stopped state.
Before the traffic vehicle comes close to the intersection,
there were many trajectories that reach the goal. However, as
the traffic vehicle (marked with a green rectangle) approached,
its path propagated into the future blocks the goal of Talos,
as shown in Figure 9, which rendered the end parts of
these trajectories infeasible. However, the feasible portion of
these trajectories remain in the tree as unsafe nodes (see
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Fig. 12. Sequence of events. Talos (maroon) remains stationary between t0
and t1 , and Odin (white) had progressed beyond the view window by t4 .

Section IV-E2), from which the tree is quickly grown to the
goal once the traffic vehicle leaves the intersection.
3) Parking: Figure 10 shows Talos’ parking maneuver
inside the zone during NQE. Figure 10(a) shows a superimposed sequence of Talos’ pose for the parking maneuver.
Figure 10(b) shows a tree of trajectories before going into
the parking spot. The purple lines show forward trajectories
reaching the goal; the light brown lines show forward trajectories that do not reach the goal; the turquoise lines show
reverse trajectories; and the red lines show unsafe trajectories.
The motion plan is marked with two colors: the orange line
is the input to the steering controller; and the green line
is the predicted trajectory on which the speed command is
associated.
In Figure 10(c), Talos is reversing to go out of the spot and
intends to exit the parking zone. The goal for the planner is
now at the exit of the zone located in the upper right corner
of the figure, and there are many trajectories that go towards
it. Following the plan selected from these trajectories, Talos
successfully exited the parking zone.
4) Road Blockage: Figure 11 shows the behavior of Talos
during a U-turn that was required in the Area C test. The
motion planner always tries to make forward progress, but
after 50 seconds of no progress, the Navigator declares a
blockage and places the goal in the lane with the opposite
travel direction. Figure 11(a) shows a sequence of Talos’s
pose during the maneuver. The road to the right is blocked
by a number of traffic barrels. In Figure 11(b), it can be
seen that there are several trajectories reaching the goal in
the destination lane. Figure 11(c) shows the last segment of
the U-turn. Because of the newly detected curbs in front of
the vehicle, the maneuverable space has becomes smaller than
in (b), resulting in a 5-pt turn.
5) Interaction with Virginia Tech’s Odin: Figures 12 and 13
show an interaction that occurred between Talos and Virginia
Tech’s Odin in the UCE, with the main result being that Talos
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took an evasive swerving maneuver to avoid a collision.
Initially, Talos arrived at the intersection and stopped at
the stop line (Figure 13(a)). Odin is approaching the intersection from the left, and its predicted trajectory goes into the
intersection. Although Odin did not have a stop line on its
lane, it stopped when it reached the intersection and remained
motionless for about 3 seconds. With the intersection clear,
and all vehicles stopped, Talos assumed precedence over Odin
and started driving through the intersection (Figure 13(b)). Just
as Talos started, however, Odin also started driving, heading
towards the same lane that Talos was heading, and blocked
Talos’ path (Figure 13(c)). Talos took an evasive maneuver to
avoid collision and stop safely by steering left and applying
strong brake (white circle around Talos). Odin continued along
its path, and once it (and the trailing human-occupied DARPA
chase vehicle) cleared the intersection, Talos recomputes a new
plan and proceeds through the intersection (Figure 13(d)).
This is just one example of the numerous traffic and
intersection scenarios that had never been tested before the
race, and yet the motion planner demonstrated that it was
capable of handling these situations safely. While Talos has
demonstrated that it is generally operating safely even in
untested scenarios, it was nonetheless involved in two crash
incidents during the UCE [3]. However, the analysis in [35]
indicates that the primary contributing factor in those two
instances was an inability to accurately detect slow moving
vehicles.
6) Repropagation: Most of the time during the race, the
trajectory repropagated from the latest states and the trajectory
stored in the tree are close. However, there are some instances
when the repropagation resulted in a different trajectory. In
Figure 13(d), Talos slowed down more than the prediction,
so the trajectory repropagated from the latest states (the pink
line shown with an arrow in the figure) is a little off from
the trajectories stored in the tree. However, as long as the
repropagation is feasible, Talos keeps executing the same
controller input. This approach is much more efficient than
discarding the tree when the prediction error exceeds an
artificial limit and rebuilding the tree.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented the CL-RRT algorithm, a samplingbased motion planning algorithm specifically developed for
large robotic vehicles with complex dynamics and operating
in uncertain, dynamic environments such as urban areas. The
algorithm was implemented as the motion planner for Talos,
the autonomous Land Rover LR3 that was MIT’s entry in the
2007 DARPA Urban Challenge.
The primary novelty is the use of closed-loop prediction
in the framework of RRT. The combination of stabilizing
controller and forward simulation has enabled application of
CL-RRT to vehicles with complex, nonlinear, and unstable
dynamics. Several extensions are presented regarding RRT tree
expansion: a simple sampling bias strategy to generate various
different maneuvers; penalty value in addition to the binary
check of edge feasibility; use of Dubins path length when
selecting the node to connect; and guaranteed safety even when
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(a) Overall trajectory of Talos.
Fig. 10.

(c) After parked, Talos reversing to its left and going
to the exit.

Parking maneuver in the parking zone in an Area B test.

(a) Overall trajectory of Talos.
Fig. 11.

(b) Going towards the parking spot.
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(b) Talos initiated first segment of U-turn.

(c) Talos starting last segment of U-turn.

U-turn maneuver at a blocked road in an Area C test.

the vehicle is in motion. By retaining the tree during execution, the CL-RRT reuses the information from the previous
computation cycle, which is important especially in real-time
applications. The extensions made to online replanning include
the lazy reevaluation to account for changing environments and
the repropagation to account for prediction errors.
The advantages of the CL-RRT algorithm were demonstrated through the race results from DUC. The successful
completion of the race with numerous differing scenarios using
this single planning algorithm demonstrates the generality and
flexibility of the CL-RRT planning algorithm.
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Talos successfully avoids Virginia Tech’s Odin at an intersection.
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